Kyla Gen 2

Smart Station
KSMT-110-WF
Overview

The Kyla Smart Station is a powerful IR blaster for all
Infrared (IR) appliances in your home. Compatible with
over 1,000 brands of IR appliances, you can control all your
connected appliances such as air conditioner, TVs and air
humidifiers from anywhere through the Kyla app.
The Kyla Smart Station also packs intelligent sensors to
measure the surrounding comfort level. It monitors home
temperature, humidity values and air quality and provides
real time status via the Kyla app. An all rounded efficient
device that can be integrated with other IR appliances to
ensure that your home living environment is always kept
at optimal conditions.

Features
Universal Remote

- Controls all your IR appliances through the Kyla app, such as turning it on/off and setting temperatures and volumes.

Real Time Monitoring - To get the most updated data on air quality, temperature and humidity values on the app
LED Indicators

- LED indicators to notify status of air quality, temperature and humidity values

Easy Set Up

- Connect the Smart Station to a power point and pair with your smartphone via the Kyla app

No Hub Required

- Connects directly to existing Wi-Fi network without the need for Hub

Remotely Control

- Control, automate, and schedule via Kyla app on smartphone

Scene Control

- Set up automation with other IR appliances such as air purifier or air conditioner to turn on when conditions are met

Voice Control

- Compatible with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for voice control command
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Specifications
(USB Power Adaptor
not included)

Power

DC 5V, 1A, USB-C

Product Dimensions

L60 x W60 x H20 mm

Certificate(s)

FCC, CE, IMDA

Operating Temp.

-20 - 70°C

Casing Material

PC

Connectivity

2.4GHz WiFi

Colour

White

Works with Google Home and Amazon
Alexa for voice control.
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